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Editor's desk
fç; okpd]
ekul rs Emanas gk çokl lq: gksÅu vkrk
„ o"kZ >kyh- E ekul lq: djrkuk çfrek
ukbZd ;kaph vuqHkoh lkFk] M‚ vkuan ukMd.khZ
;kapk fo'oklkus ,d vkRefo'okl feGkyk
vkf.k Emanas lq: >kya- e/kY;k dkGkr
çfrek ukbZd ;k psUubZyk xsY;k i.k e`.e;hP;k
mRlkgo/kZd lkFkhus iqUgk vk'oLr gksrk vkyanksu o"kkZP;k laiw.kZ ikfBaC;kuarj vkrk
laikndh; fyfg.;kph eksBhp tckcnkjh M‚ukMd.khZ ;kauh vkeP;koj lksioyhekufld vkjksX; ;k fo"k;kph ekaM.kh djrkuk]
rh leksjP;kyk #psy ijarq R;k fo"k;kps xkaHkh;Z
i.k yksdkai;aZr iksgpsy gk usgehp Emanas
pk mís'k gksrk- ,[kknk fo"k; uqlrk lksik
d:u ukgh ijarq R;kp lkscr rks okp.kkj~;kyk
i.k vkiyklk fo"k; okVsy gk usgehpkp ç;RuvkÙkk i;aZr fofo/k fo"k; Emanas P;k
ek/;ekrwu ikspok;pk ç;Ru dsyk; d/kh
Hkkouk rj d/kh O;fäeRokrys fofo/k daxksjsy‚dMkmuP;k dkGkr] vkiY;k eukps vkjksX;
jk[k.ks fdrh xjtsps vkgs ;kph tk.kho
vkiY;kyk gksr vlrkuk] iqUgk R;kdkGk'kh
fuxfMr vtwu egRokps fo"k; ekaMk;pk ç;Ru
dsyk- [kjarj fo"k; Bjo.;kiklwu] rs ys[kkapa
ladyu dj.ks] proof reading d:u ?ks.ks]
fofo/k fo"k;kfuxMhr fp= teo.ka] ljkadMwu
vkysys laikndh; R;kr tksM.ks gh vkeP;klkBh
[kwi appealing çfØ;k vlrs- ljkauh ;k
osGh laikndh;ph tckcnkjh lksioY;koj
FkksMala tension vkya i.k] vkiY;kp dkekpk
mís'k vkf.k Emanas ph ladYiukp uO;kus
ekaMk;ph Eg.kY;koj fnyklkns[khy okVykuohu

o"kkZP;kfçR;FkZ

vkiY;k

gksrk- vkÙkki;aZrP;k fo"k;kaP;k iq<s tkÅu]
vkrk ekufld vkjksX;k'kh fuxfMr dkgh
fo"k;kph ekfgrh vtwu yksdkai;aZr iksgpkoh
vla jkgwu jkgwu okVr gksra vkf.k rksp fopkj
iDdk >kyk- M‚- vHk; cax ;kaP;k] Þ ek>k
lk{kkRdkjh ân;jksxß ;k iqLrdkr] ç[;kr
ekul'kk=K Carl Rogers ;kaP;k ,dk fuca/kkrhy [kwi egRoiw.kZ okpukr vkysya okD; ]
What is most personal is most general

cj~;kpnk ek÷;kp okVsyk vkysys Hkksx Eg.kwu
cf?krysY;k xks"Vhauk [kjarj vusdt.k txkr
lkeksjs tkr vlrkr- vk;q";kr eykp gk
vo?kM dkG dk vkyk] vlk fopkj djr
vlrkuk] R;kp çlaxkae/kwu vusdt.k ,dkp
osGh tkr vlrkr- ijarq personal okV.kkj~;k
xks"Vh vkf.k vMp.kh general ¼lxG~;kaP;k
vuqHkokyk ;s.kkj~;k½ vlrkr gs dGra] rsOgk
eukojpa vks>a gyda gksr- ekufld vkjksX;kP;kckcrhr gsp vlra ukgh dk !
Eg.kwup ;k vfr'k; egRokP;k vMp.khauk dl
lkaHkkGk;p ;kph ekfgrh feGkY;kl fdrh Nku
okVsy!!!! ;k o"kkZP;k ifgY;k vadkiklwu]
ekufld vkjksX;kps dkgh egRops fo"k; vkeps
lgdkjh rqeP;klkBh ekaMrhy- dkgh fo"k;
ygku eqykacíy vlrhy rj dkgh fo"k;
çkS<xVkyk toGps okVrhy- vkiyh vkiY;k
leL;kacíy rlsp lektkrhy brj leL;kacíy tk.k ok<.ka gs fdrh lqjs[k vkgs- R;k R;k
fo"k;krhy rTK vkiY;kleksj gs fo"k;
Emanas P;k ek/;ekrwu ekaMrhy- R;kplkscr]
vk;- ih- ,p- e/khy uohu uohu ?kMkeksMh]
uohu dk;Z'kkGkaph ekfgrh rj vkgsp- vkepk
gk uok miØe vkiY;kyk dlk okVrks gs
vkeP;ki;aZr t:j iksgpkok-

ykMD;k

Emanas p :i FkksMala ikyVkoa vlk fopkj

e`.e;h vfXugks=h
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IPH THANE

IPH THANE
150+

75566+

Volunteers associated
with IPH,Thane

Cients treated by IPH,
Thane in the past 10 years

65+

15989+

Clinical Staﬀ working
in IPH,Thane

Maitra Telephonic
Helpline Calls successfully
attended till date

50+

7837+

Non Clinical Staﬀ
working in IPH,Thane

Charity OPD

Aaklan Trainings:

Community
Workshops

10+

Number of trainings conducted
for Mental Health Professionals
by Aaklan during lockdown

23+

Number of
community workshops
conducted in lockdown

234+

Attended by professionals

Launched on 23rd March 1990 with
humble beginnings, IPH today is a
colossal unique NGO with its premises in Thane and Pune. It operates a
number of Support groups &
Developmental groups along with
services ranging from a full fledged
Audio Visual Unit to a Telephonic
helpline and its independent
Learning Centre.
IPH beleives in an 'Umbrella
approach' of piloting varied services
& being holistic in mental health. It is
a unique blend of individual and
family intervention alongwith integration of curative and
developmental models.
IPH functions at all three levels
namely in-house work with
individuals with problems & their
care givers, Community outreach
programs on awareness building
and Industrial Training workshops.
In pursuit of its goal, IPH would like to
consider itself as a laboratory of
community mental health, a place
where competent service,
community participation and
creative education go hand in hand.
IPH has been conducting innovative
programs and projects in the field of
mental health over the last 30 years.
Our Mission : Mental Health For All.

Avahan

83619+

Number of Subscribers
to channel

22+

Number of Programs streamed
by Avahan in the past 1 year

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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IPH PUNE
23 rd March 2018 was an eventful day
in the history of IPH with the launch of
its Pune Centre. Pune is now a
growing educational hub with
Cultural diversity & its own
challenges. Its a blend of increasing
population of young students,
professionals and senior citizens
along with psychiatrists in clinical
practice. It was essential to have a
team approach and participation of
volunteers too. There was felt a need
for a laboratory that will promote
mental health and help in alleviating
symptoms of mental disorders. IPH
has developed a rich network in Pune
city within two year of its functioning.

13256+

Clients treated by
IPH, (Pune)

30+

Volunteers associated with
IPH, (Pune)

10

Non Clinical Staﬀ working in
IPH, (Pune)

IPH

18

Clinical Staﬀ working in
IPH, (Pune)

MindLab
Nashik

33+

Number of clients till date

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447

www.healthymind.org
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Our Unique Initiatives
Xykscy os/k
os/k ¼Vocational Education
Direction and Harmony½ gk
O;olk; ekxZn'kZu ifj"kn Eg.kwu pkyw
>kysyk IPH pk miØe- os/k ifj"knsP;k
O;klihBkoj fofo/k O;kolkf;d
{ks=krY;k vxzx.; O;ähauk vkeaf=r
d:u vkiY;k thoukps Js;l~ vkf.k
çs;l~ xolY;kus ;kaps ;ksX; fNæ] ;ksX;
fBdk.kh ;ksX; osGh ikMys xsY;kus vR;ar
lqanj lj vksoys xsysys vkgsrgs O;klihB O;olk;kph fuoM d'kh

djkoh ák VI;koj lq# >kys vkf.k ;ksX;
ekxZØe.kkeqGs vktP;k rk#.;kP;k
macjB;koj dls txk;ps gs lkax.kkjs
O;klihB cuys vkgs- os/kP;k mRØkarhpk
iq<pk VIik vkgs 99 ok os/k & Xy¨cy
os/k loZ HkkSxksfyd e;kZnk vksykaMwu os/k
pDd ;qVîqc vkf.k QslcqdP;k ek/;ekrwu
?kjk?kjkar ikspyk- M‚- vkuan ukMd.khZ
;kauh R;kaP;k lgdkjh eqyk[krdkjkalg
lhesifydMP;k oSf'k"Vîiw.kZ ek.klka'kh
laokn lk/kyk-

Mindlab
We are happy to introduce to you
IPH Mindlab in the city of Nashik
The city is growing signiﬁcantly
as a cultural, educational and
industrial hub. Since it has a
growing population of young
students and professionals, it
needs a laboratory that will
promote mental health not only
limiting it to alleviating symptoms of mental disorder.

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447

With the motto of Enhancing Emotional Energy, this community mental
health center provides:
1. Psychological Testing &
Assess ment across all age groups
2. Support group facilities
3. Training programs for
professionals & non-professionals
Due to covid pandemic, we are
providing our services online.

www.healthymind.org
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Handling grief
“You would know the secret
of death,”wrote Kahlil Gibran.
“But how shall you find it
unless you seek it in the
heart of life?” Yes, how are
we to know that people you
never even imagine would
ever be absent from our
lives, suddenly take a final
bow? It is as if a cruel hand
cut out holes in all the
pictures we had lovingly
pasted in the album of life.
Life was chugging on its
merry way, day after day,
and there we were, taking it
all for granted. Taking all the
people in it, people whom
we love, for granted. Who
was to know that one day
there will not be anyone in
that space anymore.

It is like William Wordsworth’s
Lucy:
“She lived unknown, and few
could know
When Lucy ceased to be;
But she is in her grave, and, oh,
The difference to me!”
Each of us believes the
difference to us is deeper,
more meaningful than it is for
anyone else. Each of us mourns
those we have lost, and we
grieve
in
our
lonesome
splendour, believing our own
sadness to be special, higher,
deeper, stronger. But Samarth
Ramdas wisely explained in
two simple lines of Manache
Shlok how universal this
phenomenon
of
bidding
goodbye is.
मरे एक त्याचा दुजा शोक वाहे |
अकस्मात तोही पुढे जात आहे |
Do we really have to go
through the ‘prescribed’ stages
of handling grief, typified by
psychology? If we are to
believe the textbooks, we first
deny . . . just cannot accept
that someone we love is gone.
We are numbed, shocked. We
begin to bargain, almost. ‘Had I
done this that or the other, this
would not have happened’ the
eternal cycle of guilt. Or then
redemption . . . ‘I tried everything that could have been
done,
but
death
was
unavoidable‘. We are then

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447

slated to go through the circle
of depression, anger, and then
acceptance. So first we lose
appetite and sleep. We weep,
isolate ourselves from the
world.
Stop enjoying anything and
anyone. Then we are mad at
the world. „Why me? Why could
this not have happened to all
those horrible people I know
and why to me, of all
people? We are even angry at
the loved one we lost
sometimes. How inconsiderate
of them to just walk away like
that. Could they not have
waited for a few more months?
A few years?
Some of us struggle hard to act
normal. Pretend to be cheerful
and unaffected. But then life
deals us curve balls, and there,
all of a sudden, at most
unexpected times and places,
the sadness surfaces like the
eruption of a volcano. We are
overcome with tears, cannot
speak . . . but does this have to
happen? Mary Elizabeth Frye
got it right when she wrote:
“Do not stand at my grave and
weep
I am not there. I do not sleep . . .
Do not stand at my grave and
cry;
I am not there. I did not die.”
There is really a pretty simple
solution to handling grief,
although it does look like a

www.healthymind.org
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huge hurdle. What we need to
do, is hold close to one’s heart
the idea, the essence that was
the person. Their physical body
may not be around anymore.
And for all you know, maybe
that is all for the best. Because
they would age, grow frail and
suffer pain, illness, distress.
Instead, what still envelops us
in its comforting warmth is the
immense love they felt for us
and the love we felt for them. It
is like your favourite blanket on
a bitterly cold night, protecting
you from the harsh world out
there. All that you learnt from
them, all the support and
affection and strength you
drew from their mere presence
. . . where would that go? That is
still there, with you. It is as if they
live on in your heart, through
you. And the more you
distribute to others the kind of
joy they gave you, the longer
their spirit prevails.
In Indian philosophy we have
the
concept
of
an
indestructible soul. Does that
really have to be a physical
conception? Plenty of quack
theories and money-spinning
bestsellers have been built on
this
notion,
shamelessly
commercialising the deep
need people have to cling to
hope. In reality, the soul is
probably nothing but ideas
that live on after a person is no
more, simply because they
held them so dear. Values they
embedded in our minds,
because those will be hard to
undo.

Memories they implanted in
our brains simply by spending
wonderful hours with us,
memories that can never fade.
Stories that became immortal
because they told them so
often in their own inimitable
style. Small kindnesses that
they did, that touched a million
lives. Which is why they live on
in a million hearts.
It is as if a piece of their soul, or
their essence, lives on the each
of a million people they have
helped over the years. Each of
us has within our hearts, a
small element of the person
who is no more. And each of us
strives to hand it on to others
through further tiny kindnesses
that are triggered by this
essence. Think of it as a
perfume . . . you rub it off on a
zillion objects, and the original
scent still lingers on without
losing its true nature.
The best way to handle grief,
then, is to cry with others who
loved the person who is no
more, and to share beautiful
memories together. Rather
than fake normalcy and
happiness, it is better to share
one’s own beautiful moments
with others who also enjoyed
the sheer presence of the
loved one, so that we part,
each
richer
for
the
others‘memories. It is a better
idea to celebrate together who

they were, rather than to sit in
one’s lonely corner, ruing what
is gone forever.
After all, when you love
someone, even a thousand
meetings
and
years
of
togetherness can never be
enough. However much one
tries to “store up” happiness
together, loneliness will have to
be the lot of the one left behind.
Only those who can recall the
song that follows along with its
mournful
melody
will
appreciate
the
sheer
loneliness the lyrics portray.
Pakistani folk singer Reshma
sang ‘baagh ujar gaye khilnay
say pehle, panchi bichar gaye
milnay say pehlay . . . chaar
dinon ka pyaar o rabba, badi
lambi judaai, lambi judaai’ The
same is true for sharing grief
and loss. Lyrics alone are never
enough. They need to be
enriched by sharing the
melody, the symphony.
So when we grieve, each of us
will have our own sad tune
ripping our heart apart. But we
owe it to life to move on.
Happiness requires hard work.
“You would know the secret of
death,” wrote Kahlil Gibran. “But
how shall you find it unless you
seek it in the heart of life?”
If we work hard and learn to live
happily again, that perhaps is
the best reward for the loved
one who has left us forever.

Dr Anuradha Sovani

Clinical Psychologist

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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Understanding
Behavior Problems
In Children
“He dislikes studying and
has difficulty remaining
seated.”
“His teachers report that he
is restless and fidgety.”
“She is a fussy eater and
only wants to eat junk food.”
“She is argumentative and
often talks back to us.”
“He is stubborn and refuses
to follow instructions.”
“She only wants to watch TV
all the time.”
“She refuses to go to
school.”

These few lines are possibly
the most common complaints
distressed parents approach
mental health professionals
with. While it is very common
to believe that behavioural
issues in children can be
chalked down to poor
discipline or parenting, or a
"bad attitude" on the part of
the child, the reality is far from
it. Behavioural problems in
children can take a myriad
number of forms and can
have a number of
complicated factors
underlying them. We can view
them as lying on a spectrum,
where they can range from
mild concerns (for example,
fussy eaters) to more serious
psychological disorders (like
Conduct Disorder). Given the
broad range of these
concerns, it is but natural that
understanding them is a
slightly complicated process.
For the sake of simplicity, we
can roughly divide these
problems into different
categories - neuro developmental problems, those
characterised by disorderly
and disruptive behaviours,
problems related to
academics, those related to

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447

disciplining and parenting,
problems that are secondary
to a stressful or a traumatic
event and those related to the
child’s developmental phase.
Neurodevelopmental disorders
are characterised by
symptoms caused by
impairments related to the
growth and development of
the brain. Examples of these
would include Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
and Autism. It's important to
note that these disorders have
a biological basis to them,
especially because very often,
children who show
maladaptive symptoms such
as hyperactivity or inattention
are often blamed for doing
things on "purpose", or being a
"problem child." Parents and
professionals both need to
understand the basis of these
conditions so as to avoid
wrongly blaming children for
symptoms that are simply out
of their control.
Maladaptive, aggressive and
provocative behaviours are
often in Oppositional Defiant
Disorder (ODD). ODD is a
behavioural disorder where
children are excessively angry,

www.healthymind.org
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irritable and vindictive. It is
only diagnosed when these
symptoms cause significant
impairments in the child's
academic and social
functioning. Conduct Disorder
is a very severe psychological
disorder characterised by
violent, antisocial and
aggressive behaviours. It is
believed that a complex
interplay of genetic,
neurobiological, environmental and social cognitive factors
underlie both these conditions.
Closely related to the more
severe symptoms described
above are relatively milder
behavioural problems like
temper tantrums, answering
back, argumentativeness,
excessive stubbornness
and noncompliance with
instructions. While there is
definitely an element of
personal responsibility in all
these cases, poor discipline
and parental modelling are
also equally responsible for
these behaviours. This is not an
attempt to bash parents for
being poor caretakers, but
time and again, research has
shown that children engage in
a considerable amount of
observational learning, that is,
they learn what they see and
hear in their environment. So, if
answering back, rudeness and
argumentativeness are
characteristic of interpersonal
interactions at home, then it is
no surprise that the child uses
the same maladaptive
techniques when interacting

with elders, siblings and peers.
Similarly, poor and ineffective
disciplining strategies tend to
either give rise to or maintain
such maladaptive behaviours.
Behavioural issues related to
academics often take the
form of a refusal to study, a
dislike for writing or reading
tasks, refusal to complete
class work or homework or
noncompliance with instructions related to academics.
Given the kind of importance
that is given to academics in
our culture,
academic
concerns are equally stressful
for both parents and their
children. These problems can
be due to a number of factors,
for example, inattention, a
learning disability, hyperactivity/impulsivity, etc. There is also
a high chance that these
problems might also be the
result of sheer disinterest. After
all, what child really likes to
study? When we ask parents
this question, most of them
invariably admit that they too
didn’t like to study as children.
So, while this does not mean
that children should be
allowed to ignore their
academic responsibilities,
parents and caregivers do
need to be more open-minded in their understanding of
academic concerns before
blaming the child for sporting
a bad attitude towards
academics.
Stressful and/or traumatic life
events such as a change of

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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school/residence, a death in
the family, the birth of a sibling,
physical and/or sexual abuse,
can often lead to the
development of behavioural
concerns. These need to be
understood in the context of
the triggering event and their
treatment would also be
structured in the context of the
same.
Finally, sometimes, children
show strange behaviours for
brief periods of time that
cannot be explained by any
one specific cause. For example, separation anxiety seen at
a particular age or a fear of
specific animals that lasts for
a short duration of time. As
long as these concerns are
brief and do not have a significant effect on the child’s
academic and social functioning, they can be attributed to a
particular phase of development and usually subside on
their own.
By no means is this an exhaustive and comprehensive list of
behavioural problems in
childhood, but now that we’ve
discussed the most common
kinds of problems, the logical
question would be - what do
we do about them? When
these issues start causing a
significant impact on the
child’s daily routine, and starts
affecting his/her academics,
social and familial relations
and general functioning, it is
time to seek help. Treatment
modalities for all these con-

www.healthymind.org
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cerns need to be multi-integrative, holistic and need to be
tailored to the individual
concerns and needs of the
child. Common treatments
include pharmacotherapy,
psychotherapies (which
include - behavioural and
cognitive therapies and
alternative therapies like play
therapy), speech therapy and
occupational therapy. Parents
are often apprehensive about
medicating their children but
for many of these conditions,
extensive research has shown
the combined benefits of
pharmacotherapy and
psychotherapy.

competency and skills but also
on parental motivation.
Many psychotherapies, like
Behaviour Modification, for
example, require parents to be
active participants in the
therapeutic process and the
outcome and success of the
programme is largely
dependent on the parent’s
motivation to engage in the
same. No matter what treatment modality is employed for
a particular concern, it needs
to be administered in a caring,
supportive and encouraging
environment, which is the joint
responsibility of both parents
and professionals.

The success of these
treatment modalities not only
depends on the therapist’s

Childhood is often seen as the
“best period” of our lives. A time
full of innocence and

simplicity, where we are free
from the dreary world of adult
responsibilities revolving
around work, bills, deadlines
and money. However, no
matter how simple we might
think children to be, they are
extremely complicated beings,
and at times, their concerns
can be even more mystifying
and distressing than those
experienced by adults.
However, amidst all the
analysing and the “treatment”
of problems in children, we
(both professionals and
parents) need to see the child
as a complete individual, as
someone with his own unique
set of traits and behaviours,
instead of defining him in
terms of the “problem.”

Advaita Nirgudkar

Clinical Psychologist

‘ #[kMk cksys ikuls ‘;k dchjkP;k nksáko:u eyk lqpysyh jpuk
>kM Eg.kkys ikukauk js -----d'kkl tkrk lksMwu etyk
fdrh [ksGyk vaxkojrh ------i{;kalaxs ikml okjk
ikus Eg.krh >Mrks ckIik ----dqtwu tkÅ tfeuhr js
rsFkwu xkBw eqGs rq>h vu ------f'k: rq÷;k vaxkrp js
Qkanh Qkanh QqVs ikyoh -----------gks'khy fgjok fgjok js
[ksGr [ksGr lq;Zçdk'kh ---------d: Nku lSikd p js
M‚- vfuy vopV

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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A questionnaire
Where are we?
What is this world?
What is this
society?
I’m saddened to be called a part of such species;
Who accepts your physical disabilities,
But starts whispering if you admit your emotional instabilities.

Where the people accept your broken leg,
But not your broken mind.
Where they empathize with you;
If you have been a victim of a bar brawl,
But when you have cut your thighs,
You have to brush it aside.
If you have fractured your hand,
You get a “Get well soon” card.
But if your hand shivers because of social fear,
You are told to grow a pair of balls.
Where it’s okay if you tell everyone,
That you slipped and broke a rib.
But not
if at times
mind
takes a fall,
‘ #[kMk cksys ikuls ‘;k dchjkP;k
nksásoko:u
eyk lqyour
pysy
h jpuk

>kM Eg.kkys ikukauk js -----d'kkl tkrk lksMwu And
etykyou have a break down.
fdrh [ksGyk vaxkojrh ------i{;kalaxs ikmlWhen
okjk you are allowed to cry and wail,
ikus Eg.krh >Mrks ckIik ----dqtwu tkÅ tfeuhr
js
If someone
dear to you passes away.
rsFkwu xkBw eqGs rq>h vu ------f'k: rq÷;k vaxkrp js
But you have to smile and laugh,

Qkanh Qkanh QqVs ikyoh -----------gks'khy fgjokEven
fgjokwhen
js you die little bit everyday.
[ksGr [ksGr lq;Zçdk'kh ---------d: Nku lSikd p js
M‚- vfuy vopV

Where every physical harm is
understood,

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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But if it’s your mind that needs repairing,
You are given names and put in isolation.
Where it’s easier to lie and tell people you fell,
Than to tell them you cut your vein as an act of self-harm.
Where Cancer and AIDS are as common as headache,
But mental health is shushed and has to be kept a secret.

Where are we?
Who are we?
What is this world?
Is this the world you want me to live in?
Is this the world you believe to be heaven?
Forgive me for I fail to see it’s beauty.
The moon and the mountains have always been kind to me.
But it’s us humans that often leave behind humanity.
Neha

‘ #[kMk cksys ikuls ‘;k dchjkP;k nksáko:u eyk lqpysyh jpuk
>kM Eg.kkys ikukauk js -----d'kkl tkrk lksMwu etyk
fdrh [ksGyk vaxkojrh ------i{;kalaxs ikml okjk
ikus Eg.krh >Mrks ckIik ----dqtwu tkÅ tfeuhr js
rsFkwu xkBw eqGs rq>h vu ------f'k: rq÷;k vaxkrp js
Qkanh Qkanh QqVs ikyoh -----------gks'khy fgjok fgjok js
[ksGr [ksGr lq;Zçdk'kh ---------d: Nku lSikd p js
M‚- vfuy vopV
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Why Am I Different?
Understanding
Personality Disorders
One would wonder how the
words
Personality
and
Disorder
go
together.
Whenever we have referred
to the word ‘Personality’ it
has most often been to
connote a person whose
charm and charisma has
had us look at them with
respect and awe
But if we consider this to be
the definition of personality,
it
would
sound
like
personality is something
that elude ‘commoners’ and
is only possessed by ‘successful’ people. In reality,
personality is the manner in
which one thinks, feels and
acts. These three aspects,
plain and simple, and their
long-lasting patterns . . . that
is personality.

So, how could one’s thoughts,
feelings and behaviour be
disordered or problematic?
There are basically three
clusters in which personality
disorders are classified, each
with its own typical features.

“My family says that I need to
express my feelings more
often. I don’t really know what
they mean.”
Schizotypal –
“I’d like to have friends but it’s
hard because people call me
eccentric, aloof and peculiar . . .
I wonder why.”

Cluster A – Schizoid,
Schizotypal, Paranoid
Cluster B – Histrionic,
Narcissistic, Borderline,
Antisocial

“I like the way I dress up but I
have never understood why
everyone calls it odd.”

Cluster C – Avoidant,
Dependent,
Obsessive - Compulsive
Instead of lapsing into jargon
about the symptomatology of
each of these PD’s, let’s
understand these different
types by delving into their
thoughts.
Schizoid –
“I’m not a people’s person; I’d
much rather be alone. Solitude
is what I like.”
“There are very few things in life
that I truly enjoy doing.”
“My boss praised me for my
work the other day; he also
yelled at me two days ago.
Either way, it doesn’t really
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matter to me.”

“Sometimes I feel that what I
read in the newspapers hold a
special meaning for me.”
“My mum tells me I often jump
from one topic to another while
talking.”
Paranoid –
“I just cannot trust anyone; they
always try to take advantage
of me. So I’d rather not confide
in anybody.”
“People in my office seem to
turn against me for no reason!
I’m never going to forgive them
. . . never ever!”
“My husband’s been staying
out for longer hours these days.
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I’m sure he’s having an affair.”
“My neighbours smiled at me
today and then started talking
among themselves. I’m sure
they were talking about me.”
Histrionic –
“I’m a very attractive and
charming person; so I need to
be the centre of attention.”
“Whenever I feel an emotion, I
make sure that I express it and
make myself heard . . . loud and
clear! I’m sure that doesn’t
make me a drama queen like
my friends say I am!”

me. But then again I hate them
so much for not understanding
me!”
Narcissistic –
“I am the best and I want the
best! I don’t think anyone has
the ability to acknowledge my
talent.”
“I am better than most people
so I have very high ambitions
for myself. How dare you call
my ambitions unrealistic?”
“I get so frustrated in office . . .
others just fail to meet my
standards!”

“Superficial? Me? How could
you say that?! Oh my God . . .
this is absolutely the most
horrid thing I have ever heard!”

“I hate weaknesses and weak
people. I’m easy to get along
once people learn to worship
me.”

“She is my best friend! So what
if I have met her only a couple
of times!”

Antisocial –

Borderline –
“What are my goals in life?
What sort of a person am I?
Why do I feel like my moods are
changing all the time? I just feel
empty inside.”
“I need people desperately. I
will completely fall apart if
anyone rejects me. I don’t think
I will have a reason to live if
anything of that sort happens.”
“I guess the only way to relieve
this emotional pain is to go
have a smoke and some booze
and just lose myself in it.”
“I feel like I love my parents,
they have done so much for

“People exist to be taken
advantage of. Why should I feel
sorry about it?”
“Got in trouble with the law
many a time. I must say . . . it’s
quite a thrill to escape every
single time!”
“What’s the big deal about lying
and manipulation? They’re
survival in this big bad world.”
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getting close to them because
I’m afraid they won’t like me. I
can talk to them once I am
sure that they do like me.”
“I’d rather sit on the sideline sat
the party. I hope no one notices
me.”
“I don’t think I’m as good as
others.”
“I know I’m going to embarrass
myself and say something silly
during the interview.”
Dependent –
“I need to lean on others for
guidance and emotional support. I don’t think I can take
decisions all by myself.”
“I feel so comfortable when
someone nurtures me all the
time. Otherwise, I feel so helpless.”
“I think I should consult someone before starting on any task.
What if someday I have no one
to lean on to?”
“I don’t agree with her . . . but I
should keep my opinion to
myself because I’m afraid that
she won’t like it.”
Obsessive-Compulsive –

“Why should I feel sorry if she
cried? She brought it upon
herself. She deserved every bit
of what I said to her. I’m so
angry with her.”

“I am a perfectionist. I need to
be organised and push myself
to achieve every single goal
that I have even if it is at the
cost of leisure activities.”

Avoidant –

“Having lists and schedules is
the only way of avoiding
mistakes.”

“I would love being with people,
but I think I’d rather avoid

Maitra Helpline : 02225385447
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“I don’t think I can delegate
tasks. I’m not sure whether
others will be able to do them
as accurately.”
“I don’t know why people call
me miserly. I just don’t think I
have many needs.”
If we reflect upon all the above
self-talk, I think we would all
agree that some of these
thoughts may have crossed
our minds too at some point or
another. Then how are we
different from a person with a
personality disorder? What
differentiates ‘us’ from ‘them’?
A person with a PD would not
be able to understand his/her
own
feelings,
motivations,
strengths and weaknesses. In
other words, it is the inability to
interpret ones self and one,s
environment in a logical
manner. The person is likely to
think feel and act in ways
which could be considered
extreme. It is often the farthest
point as compared to what
other
people
would
experience. Their behaviour
tends to affect their relationships with people as their way

of dealing with their emotions
is
potentially
problematic.
There is an inability to deal with
or
adapt
to
changing
situations. The person may
respond to any circumstance
with rigid thoughts, feelings
and behaviours whatever the
need of the hour may be. Most
PD’s have some amount of
repressed anger and resentment which may show itself
even without being provoked.
Generally speaking, people
with
certain
types
of
personality disorders are more
likely to seek help than others.
Still,
bringing
about
any
change, whether minor or
major, is something all PDs
struggle with. The PD cluster in
which the person falls into also
influences whether he/she is
likely to cause more distress to
one or to others.

It is causin impairment in social
or occupational areas of
functioning They are receiving
feedback from others that their
behaviour is a problem
More often than not, a person
with a PD is light years away
from answering the question,
“WHO AM I?”. But it doesn’t
mean that dealing with PD has
to be like an off-road journey,
with no map or signposts to
help
you
reach
your
destination. Open your eyes
and look around. Help may be
right round the corner.

Whether or not someone with a
personality disorder should
seek treatment depends on
how much it is disrupting their
lives.
Generally
speaking,
individuals
should
seek
treatment if: They are unhappy

Panna

Clinical psychologist
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Understanding
Excellence -Part I
I was facilitating an interactive session with school
going students under the
banner of ‘Shikshak Prabhodhini’ – a project where
teachers are being trained
to
mentor
exceptional
students. We were discussing ‘emotions’. A young girl
of eighth standard, an aspiring singer, was discussing
with me her emotions
before a performance, in
front of about 80 other
students. We talked about
the ‘Result’ and the ‘Process’.
The ‘result’ was the end of
the performance when the
audience would clap and
appreciate. The ‘Process’
was the actual performance that would lead to
this result.

We concluded that before
starting
the
actual
performance we need to make
the ‘result’ ‘out of focus’ that is
blurred and bring the actual
performance in sharp focus …
by sharp focus we meant, we
will now focus on every minute
of the performance… minute by
minute.
The girl visualized aloud the
exact moment of starting the
performance. She described it
as if in a trance, I was helping
her to shape her responses …
Here she was, as steady as a
rock … breathing rhythmically..
Image of her guru in front of
her eyes … and the only
overriding thought, I am going
to do my best…
“And who are you? … what are
you? … at this moment? …”
“I am music …” pat came the
reply
“A moment of excellence is
born” I said.
It was a very strong experience
emotionally for all of us present. A rare, delightful insight
into an experience called
‘excellence’
…
It
was
exhilarating in an enlightened
manner.
At times, the experiential truth
is so strong that is difficult to
catch it in words, however, if
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one has to consolidate the
emotional
insight
into
a
blinding design of wisdom, one
has to fall back on words again.
So what is excellence?
I do not think excellence has
one single definition. In the
future
segments
of
this
communication, I will explore
different ways by which this
theme can be understood.
Here is the first one.
Let us take for example, a
popular skill amongst students
such as
‘orator’s skill’.
Translated in school-reality, it
means
participating
and
winning elocution and debating competitions.
A student that is generally
chosen
by
teachers
for
developing this skill is an
exprand communicative one
who also has a ‘pleasant’ and
‘smart ‘disposition’.
Suppose there is an elocution
competition and five topics are
given, out of which she has to
select one. The mentor here will
ask her to think and talk about
each one of the topics … what
are the thoughts that come to
her mind when she reads
topics such as , ‘Protecting My
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Earth’ or ‘The Life and Times of
Shivaji Maharaj’ .
She is
encouraged to explore each
topic; in her own way. She has
to just go on talking about
each topic. The mentor listens
keenly.
“Can you now make a choice?”
the mentor puts the question
unconstructively. She needs to
give her own explanation why
she is deciding to opt for a
particular topic. If she is
confused, the mentor helps her
to explore her confusion
(please note, not to clear it).
When she makes a choice she
has to give justification for it.
Having heard that; the mentor
poses certain relevant queries
regarding her choice. What is
the most important aspect of
the topic that she has liked?
What according to her is the
part of the topic that she may
find difficult? If she has ‘liked’
two topics what is one
consideration that will help her
to choose the one that she has
chosen?
At the end, the mentor and
student will decide a time
interval where the student has
to think of all the points raised
and come back with a
decision.
“But sir, I have already made up
my mind” suppose the student
says.
“Yes, I appreciate … I want you
now to tell me one by one why
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and how you discarded the
other topics. I am interested in
knowing how you did it…”
“How I did it? I just did it” student.
“Let us explore, how you could
have done it… I am taking a
paper and writing all topics. I
want you to write all the
thoughts that came to your
mind … that could help …”
The mentor helps the student
to identify consciously the
thinking process that went
behind her decision.

in public life. The student makes
note of the qualities that she
would like to imbibe from each
one of them.

The topic is now selected.

Then the student is given
different scenarios and told to
present the speech

The mentor now motivates the
student to gather information
on the topic. The mentor
shares the spirit of enquiry,
exploration and excitement.
Having adequate ‘database’
the mentor helps the student
to evolve the structure of
presentation. The structure is
not imposed. Any deviation
from standard procedure of
delivering
a
speech,
is
respected and discussed. The
mundane use of quotations,
use of lofty words, adult and
literary phrases is questioned.
The originality of expression is
encouraged.
A draft is now ready.
The mentor and the student
now discuss the style of
presentation. The mentor does
not impose his or any other’s
style on the student.
They
make a list of ‘impressive
orators’
that
they
have
observed in media as well as
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The written draft is taken as a
guideline rather than a script.
While rehearsing the speech,
placement of all phrases and
points
is
discussed.
The
contents
are
rearranged,
realigned and the impact is
noted.

• Student is the first speaker
•Last speaker
•All the points covered by the
previous speaker
•Distracted audience
•Tired judges
•Interruption
because
of
electricity / technical faults.
Each
performance
discussed.

is

Then the ‘emotions’ during
preparation and rehearsal are
discussed. Boredom, anxiety,
satisfaction…Each emotion is
named and each emotion is
acknowledged. The emotions
that will help the performance
are identified. How can the
student continue to generate
these helpful emotions? …
different
strategies
are
planned by which this can be
done.
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The issue of ‘ownership’ of
performance is now discussed.
This
‘ownership’
can
be
burdening or enjoyable, the
way you look at it.
On the day of the performance,
the mentor and the student
spend a short ‘exclusive time’
together.
After the performance the
mentor and the student
discuss pros and cons of her
own performance. Rather than
saying “your delivery was too
fast”, it is put as “These were the
sentences where your speed
was fast” Rather than saying
“you need to work on your
eye-to-eye contact” it is put as,
“you need to cover periodically
all corners of the audience by
your eyes”.
After the performance is
discussed, both mentor and
student sincerely sit through
some
other
contestants’
speeches and discuss those.
Slowly they evolve a detailed
format
of
performance
appraisal which is kept as a
record by the student.
After
the
result
of
competition, the mentor

the
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explores resultant emotions
with the student. They decide
on their next goal.

synchronized that it becomes
ONE. The student is at her best
at that moment.

As the time progresses, the
student starts becoming more
responsible and empowered
and the mentor maintains a
meaningful presence throughout this journey.

This moment is again shared
and explored by both. It is a
magical moment. A touch of
brilliance. Now, the mentor and
the student keep on working
further to make this moment
appear often as well as how
they can make it ‘better’. Here
better, means more meaningful, more memorable, more
intense…

The
student
now
grows
confident and starts exploring
the experience further. The
mentor now focuses on
‘involvement’,
‘commitment’,
‘process
satisfaction’
and
‘result
satisfaction’
which
are
psychologically more
sophisticated
terms.
The
discussion revolves around,
what is the ‘self- talk’ at such
times and how different types
of self-talk can be either helpful
or harmful; how the student
can exercise her choice to
choose the most helpful
self-talk.
As the string of performances
continues and each is utilized
as a ‘learning’ experience,
there will come an experience
the mentor is watching for… a
memorable moment when the
student and the speech being
delivered becomes so

And slowly, the moments of
excellence start trickling… then
flowing… Naturally … In a rhythm.
The student has discovered her
own way of expression.
The mentor watches with his
ever-watchful
eyes
her
track-record of glories with
moist eyes, with all the
memories gathering one by
one in his mind… “There was a
day when I helped her to make
her choice” he says in his mind
and smiles.

Dr Anand Nadkarni

Managing Director / Trustee
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Current Activities
Workshops for mental health professionals

Imparting
Sex Education to
Children and
Adolescents

Body Image issues
and Impact on
Mental Health

Training for
Professional Counselors
on Empowering women

Training for
Professional
Counselors
on Dealing with Child
Sexual Abuse

Psychotherapeutic
Interventions
management techniques
and strategies
(skill based)

July to Septmber 2021
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